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1 INTRODUCTION

The reactor piping system is an extremely complex three-dimensional
structure. Maintaining Its structural integrity is essential to the
safe operation of the reactor and the steam-supply system. In the
safety analysis, various transient loads can be imposed on the piping
which may cause plastic deformation and possible damage to the system,
including those generated from hydrodynamic wave propagations, thermal
and operational transients, as well as the seismic events.
At Argonne National Laboratory (ANL), a three-dimensional (3-D)

piping code, SHAPS, aimed for sborr-'l-irpHon transients due to wave
propagation, has been developed (pVljf. Since 1984, the development
work has been shifted to the long-duratJ on accidents originating from
the thermal and operational transient. As n result, a now version of
the code, SIIAPS-2, is being established. This paper dpscrfbrs ni.my
features related to this Inlrr development.

To analyze piping response generated from thermal and operational
transients, a 3-D implicit finite element algorithm has been developed
for calculating the hoop, flextirnl, axial, and torsionnl deformations
induced by the thermomechanicai loads. The analysis appropriately
accounts for stresses arising from the temperature dependence of the
elastic material properties, the thermal expansion of the materials,
and the changes in the temperature-dependent yield surface. Thermal
softening, failure, strain rate, creep, and stress ratching can also
be considered.

2 ANALYTICAL APPROACH «>

Thermomechanicai phenomena are governed by the energy equation and the ^
momentum equation in which the mechanical and thermal variables are g
coupled. However, for most problems of practical importance in the z

nuclear industry the coupling can be neglected. Boley and Weiner [3] ^
suggested that a thermoelastoplastic problem is uncoupled when the --_
heat generated by the deformation process has a negligible effect on J7~
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the temperature field. Tlie present analysis is based on the as-
sumption that the problem can be treated by the uncoupled theory. It
is further assumed that the temperature field is a known function of
time.

2.1 Governing Equations

Tlio p.ovornfnp c<\unt ion of .T 311 ['Iff c I cine1 n I with ilj'lil (Icf.rccs of
freedom has the form

i , i i n t i , c x t i
(1) [M] {D| + (F I = fF | ,

where [M] is the mass matrix; ]F I is the global internal force;

(F } is the global external force; and |D) is the nodal accelera-
tions .
Based on the incremental stress-strain law, for each element we can

write [A]

(2) tto} = fcep] {Ae} + {AaE| + JAaT| + JAo*} ,

where [c P] is the temperature-dependent material matrix; |Ao f,

]Ao }, and |Aa | are the elastic, thermal, and plastic stress
increments, respectively. These torms can be treated «?s body forcrs
since they depend only on the temperature etiange.
Let us define the element and globe thermal forces as

(3) {fth} = [R]T / [B]T({AcE} + |AaT} + {Ao*}) dV

and

N
r t h i r r i l r til,(*) IF } = I [hj fffi |,

e=l

where [R] is the local-to-global transformation matrix, [BJ is the

strain-nodal displacement matrix, V is the volume of the element, N is

the total number of elements, |L | is the connectivity matrix.

The internal force matrix at tiie advanced-time cycle can be

expressed as

r inti r Int, , inti i int, . , , th,
(5) {F } = {F } + {AF } 3 |F } + [K]{AD} + F

n+1 n n

where [K] is the stiffness matrix, subscripts n+1 and n denote the

current and previous cycles, respectively.
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Expressing nodal acceleration |l) } in terms of the displacement

increment {AD} and the previous cycle values via Newmark-ft formula,

the equation of motion given in Eq, (1) becomes

(6) [Keffl {AD} - |Frff|,

where |K | and \F ) are SO en lied effective stiffness and force

matrices, respectively. Tlie effective force matrix contains the ther-

mal force )F '( generated from the temperature gradient as given in

Eqs. (3) and (4). Equation (6) is solved by a modified Newton

iteration technique until the convergence criterion is met.

2.2 Constitutive Equation

The constitutive model used for the thermal-stress analysis is appli-
cable to the behavior of a Jarge number of materials under a variety
of loading conditions which have thermal, plastic, and viscous ef-
fects. This constitutive equation is termed as "thermoviscoplastic"
even though elastic behavior is also included [5]. Regarding the
stress-racheting analysis generated from cycling thermomechanical
loads, a hybrid isotropic-kinetnatic constitutive equation has been
introduced. This equation has capabilities of using the isotropic,
kinematic, or mixed isotropic-kinematic strain hardening model. Thus,
it offers great flexibility in treating complex material behavior
during the loading and unloading phases. Also, in each option, the
flow stress can be calculated either by the Pragrr's or Ziogler's
approach, both associated and non-associated flow rules can be
utilized.

In the area of piping creep calculation, a mathemntirn1 model com-
patible with the thormovi scopl nst 1 c constitutive law has nrr>ii Incor-
porated into the code. The constitutive law for th»> f1ow-fH rrss cal-
culation was based on a Voce equation. The strain rate and tempera-
ture dependence of flow stress is formulated in thfs equation, and it
is assumed that all contribution to changes in the fiow stress at a
given temperature and strain rate are manifested in a single hardness
parameter. This creep model has proved to be remarkably stable even
when an extraordinarily large time step is used.

3 SAMPLE PROBLEMS

3.1 Test Calculations on Piping Creep and Stress Analysis

To illustrate the SHAPS analyses of piping creep and nonlinear stress
phenomena, two simple problems are given. The first problem dealt
with a thin-wall cantilever pipe subjected to a prescribed force at
its free end. The applied force increased from zero to a prescribed
value and then held constant. The loading was sufficiently large so
that the strain at the later stage was in the plastic regime.

Two calculations were performed. One considered the time-dependent
creep effect, whereas the other one did not. Results given in Fig. 1
corresponding to the calculation with creep effect further indicate
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that the axial strain increases gradually with the holding time.
However, the magnitude of the strain increment decreases with each
cycle and will eventually reach a constant plateau value. On the
other hand, in the solution shown In Fig. 2 for the calculation with-
out considering the creep effect, the axial strain increases rather
drastically as the applied load suddenly reaches the plastic regime,
and a constant value generated from the prescribed constant loading at
the later stage is predicted. To further check the analysis, this
problem was also analyzed with the STRAW code [6] using the nxisymme-
tric shell element. The agreement hetween the SIIAPS and STRAW codes
is quite good. For instance, at t = 400 hr in the calculation con-
sidering the time-dependent creep effect, the SIIAPS-predicted axial
strain is 2.4% as compared to 2.2% calculated with the STRAW code.
The second problem concerns the verification of the hybrid constitu-

tive equation for the nonlinear elastic-plastic problems. The mathe-
matical model considers a thin-wall cantilever pipe subjected to a
positive, triangular shaped displacement field at its free end. The
material is assumed to be 6O61-T6 aluminum in which the uniaxial test
data are available. Four calculations are made, corresponding to the
kinematic ($ = 0.0), isotropic (ty = 1.0), and two mixed isotropic-
kinematic (4> = 0.5 and 0.9) strain-hardening models, respectively.
Comparisons of analytical and test results shown in Fig. 3 reveal that
the cyclic behavior is well predicted by one of the mixed hardening
models, respectively. Comparisons of analytical and test results
shown in Fig. 3 reveal that the cyclic behavior is well predicted by
one of the mixed hardening models (<(> = 0.9).

3.2 Thermal Response of a Pipe-Elbow Loop to a Time-Varying Temper-
ature Field

An analysis on the thermal response of the pipe-elbow loop is pre-
sented. A time varying temperature field given in Fig. 4 is applied
to part of the right-band side pipe, as indicated by the dots shown in
Fig. 4a. The analysis consists of 120 cycles of computation to cap-
ture the feature of time-dependent temperature field. Figure 5 shows
a series of piping configuration plots showing shell and cross section
at several different times. Note that the displacements are magnified
for easier observation. These plots illustrate how the right-hand
side of the piping loop muves upward, and how the heated pipe expands
radially. Relative displacements generated from the translational and
hoop modes can be seen from these cross-sectional plots. One remark
that should be made here is that although these plots did not provide
the 3-D piping perspective views, they did give certain feelings on
the relative displacements and rotations during the course of heating
through observations of the motion of each cross section.
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Abstract

The Differential Approximation of Radiation Heat Transfer

which includes anisotropic scattering is formulated to account for

multiple source and temperature fields of multiphase flow. The

formulation is applied to a simplified model of a plume consisting

of high temperature emissive particles in steam at parametrically

variable lower temperatures. Parametric model calculations are

presented which account for spectral emission and absorption by

steam using a band approximation as well as emission, absorption

and scattering by the debris. The results are found to be far more

sensitive to emission properties of individual particles, than to

their scattering properties at high temperatures.
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I. Introduction

In the risk evaluations associated with severe accident sequences for

some light water reactor-based and nuclear power plants, the phenomenology of

direct containment heating (DCH) is of concern^'^) because of a potential

threat to secondary containment which might exist if large amounts of core

debris were to be dispersed into the containment atmosphere. The concern is

that dispersed debris might release its chemical and thermal energies directly

to this atmosphere sufficiently rapidly and completely as to cause excess

pressurization. The extent of core debris dispersed in an accident scenario

is consequently of primary importance to DCH, and has been the subject of

extensive thermo hydraulic investigations'^*4) both experimental and calcula-

tional. However, in the evaluation of those low-probability cases where

sufficient in-containment dispersal has not been precluded, the role of

thermal radiation heat transfer as a potentially strong mitigating mechanism

is only beginning to be addressed.

Several factors may account for this. One is that the gaseous consti-

tuents of the containment atmosphere under conditions existing during core

dispersal is likely to be predominantly steam, with its substantial thermal

radiation absorption capability. If heat radiated from debris (or hydrogen

combustion flames) were to be mainly and permanently absorbed by this steam

before reaching containment boundaries, no mitigation could occur. However,

recently we have determined'^) that substantial percentages of high

temperature thermal radiation will be transmitted through steam depths of

relevance to DCH (30 ft.), with some steam absorption also occurring.

Another factor is the effect of combining steam with scattering and

absorption of thermal radiation in dispersed clouds of debris particles or

droplets. Because of the significant steam transmissivities, these effects

require careful evaluation and will moderate the mitigating mechanism

slightly, but of course, depend upon radiation properties of the debris as

well as particle concentrations, sizes, and cloud geometry. Still another

factor is the predominance of conduction and convection in removing heat from

very small or aerosol particles in comparison to radiation emission, when the

local steam is relatively cool. In the extreme case of dense aerosol debris,

only sufficient heat is transferred to raise local cloud steam to temperatures

near that of the debris. Not all of this spurt of local heat transfer
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contributes to DCH, however, since the locally hot steam itself then becomes

emissive, and less absorptive to subsequent emission by hot particles close

by. Thus, the quantitive effect of a considerable presence of aerosols or

small particles on the role of radiation in DCH can be large without

eliminating the radiation mitigation potential.

In treating the emission, absorption, and scattering by debris clouds

inside steam it is apparent that (1) steam emission and absorption are coupled

together and with the cloud effects, and must be modeled as simultaneous

rather than separate mechanisms; (2) a cloud mixture sufficiently dense or

optically thick as to be opaque to transmission of radiation from an external

source, will remain highly emissive, and therefore impact greatly on DCH; (3)

with steam as a participating medium, the mixture cannot be treated as grey,

even as an approximation.

The purpose of the present paper is therefore to develop an applicable

radiation formulation, and to apply it in simplistic-non mechanistic calcula-

tions in order to illustrate the coupling of these effects parametrically.

For this purpose the debris cloud is taken to be a circularly symmetric rising

plume. In doing so, there is no implication that parametric ranges chosen are

applicable or representative of a real reactor accident scenario, or that such

plumes are probable. The plume steam is not at local equilibrium with the

particles, so that to consider the effect of its temperature a multi tempera-

ture field formulation is required.

The method employed here is the differential approximation recently

generalized to include anisotropic scatter^). This is extended in Section II

to account for multiple distinct local media each of which emit, absorb, and

scatter anisotropically and identifies a distinct temperature field. The

formulation is presented in proper coordinate system invariant form. Section

III describes the added and specific features of the plume model upon which

calculations are based, including the spectral band approximation for treating

steam absorption and emission both inside and outside the plume. Section IV

describes results of calculations based on this model with identification of

points of transition from absorptive to emissive steam.
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II. Multi-Field Differential Approximation

Our starting point is a generalized form of the fundamental equation of

radiation transport written for spectral intensity I . (u>,r) in direction o>,

emitted specifically by source i (including all that is scattered). It is

assumed that this equation assumes the decomposed 'multi component' form

A 1 A i DA 1 A A 1 A A AI

where dto' denotes solid angle differential, m is a unit directional vector,

aXi- is the contribution to local homogeneous absorption coefficient from

medium i, and Iu, • is the black body emissive intensity corresponding to local

source temperature T^(r). In addition s A, $^, and KA represent total local

scattering coefficients, phase functions and extinction coefficients K^ =

= s + a. defined in terms of their source-specific counterparts,

s * = T s .• • (2.1)
A A ^ Ai Ai

i

a = I a.. (2.2)
A . AI

'x - \ «xi '"'

An equation for the total local spectral intensity I , is obtained by summing

Eq. (1),

This reduces to conventional formed when its summation term simplifies to
aA*bA' 1 < e #» wnen a H °f tfie local temperatures T̂  are equal, so that

I K W = Iki• *n order that Eq. (3) represent total spectral intensity, Eq. (1)
UA 1 DA

must include all terms L ^ associated with interface or boundary emissions.

For these sources the corresponding homogeneous absorption scattering, or

extinction coefficients vanish, and hence do not contribute to the summation

of Eqs. (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3).

For extention of the differential approximation of radiation transport to

multi component form we apply the moment method based on polyadic Lengendre
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function expansions described elsewhere in detail( '. In terms of emissive

power e, . = ir I.., e., . = TT I... the resulting equations are:
A 1 A1 O\"\ DA 1

e (u.r) = e (r) + 3q (r) • u/4 + . . . (4.1)
A 1 A 1 0 A 1

" V " qxi = V x i o - 4axiebxi ( 4 '2 )

V ( V . %.) - 3a jK x - s A ) q x . = 4 ^ , V e ^ . (4.3)

V ( 7 . q j - 3aA (K> - sA6x) q, - 4 £ a x i V e , , . (4.4)

Here. qv. represents the local spectral rad iat ive heat f lux associated with

in tens i t y I ^ j , so that q. = £ q. .= is the to ta l spectral rad ia t ive heat f l u x .

Equation (4.2) is the s c a l a r V i r s t moment, while Eq. (4.3) is a combination of

(4.2) with the vector second moment, and Eq. (4.4) is the summation of Eqs.

(4 .3 ) . The quant i t ies K, - s,5 represents the t o ta l "pressure ex t inc t ion

coe f f i c ien ts " defined in terms of anisotropic scat ter coef f i c ien ts

with 6 = cos 9 . the mean value of the cosine of the scattering angle
A 1 A I

computed using phase function $x^. Thus, the Eqs. (4.3) represents the multi

component form of the differential approximation which accounts for aniso-

tropic scattering. The corresponding Rosseland diffusion simplifications to

Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4) are:
4a\i

s6
A A

Simi lar ly an extension of the method detai led in Ref. (6) to derive the

Deissler jump boundary condi t ions, y ie lds at a wall w with d i f fuse r e f l e c t i o n ,

V • q + f 1 n • q = e - 6 e (6.11
4a HXi le T X i a b x i iw bXw K '

X Xw X
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a .

J_ y . n + (J_ _ I) n . q = y _A1 (e - e ) (6.2)
4a X̂ ^E V X . a ^ bXi bXw'
X Xw i X

At

Here n is the unit vector normal to the wall pointing out of it, e^w repre-

sents the (spectral) wall emissivity; w is the value of the integer i

corresponding to this wall, and 6. is the Kronecker delta. At most only one

of the two right-side terms of Eq. (6.1) can be non zero for any i.

The same technique may also be used to derive jump conditions for the

boundary between two adjoining volumes. These are found to be

A 1

where [...] denotes the jump of the bracketed quantity across the boundary.

Equation (7.2) is the summation of Eq. (7.1) over all sources i.

The first moment Eq. (4.2) states that the net local volumetric rate of

radiant heat absorption associated with intensity Ixi is the total gross

absorption by all local sources, e \ a , minus the gross local emission by
A 1 0 . A j

source i. Thus a. . e. . represents local gross absorption of intensity I., by
A J A 1 0 A1

source j . The d i f f e r e n c e , on apply ing Eq. ( 4 . 2 ) ,

eXio " aXi eXjo

therefore represents an approximate local radiant heat exchange rate. (How-

ever such interpretation becomes less accurate for increasingly dilute or

transparent media because the intensities Ij, Ij being absorbed may have

originated nonlocally to an increasing extent.)

The net local radiant heat lost from source i (i not a wall) is evidently
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Q . = a . (e . - I e . )
Ai Aii ^ bAi . Ajo

4a .a a

= I X1 Xj (eu . - e ) + J l v • q (9.1)
. a *" bAi bAj' a A
j+w A A

where we have eliminated e, . using Eq. (4.2). This aiay also be expressed
A JO

using Eq. (8) as
a .

0, . = V • q . + y Q + J l l V • q, (9.2)
AT . A T . Aij a L Aw

j*w A w

in which the first sum has no wall terms and the second has only wall terms.

Under some conditions such as flat temperature profiles the Eqs. (4.4),

(6.2) for total flux q̂  admits solutions of form

\ '

where the doubly primed expression involves only e.,• associated with walls or
sources not present locally, and the single primed sum includes terms asso-
ciated only with locally present media. In this circumstance we can identify

a

that q . = • (r). e., . satisfies Eq. (4.3). The resulting solution from
AT a A oAi

(9.2) is, *

Q • = — V • (• eu . + I q ) -I" 0 . . (11)
Ai a k A bAi L MAw ; . Aij

A w j

where the last term involves only non local media. This observation is

especially useful in applying Lagrangian coordinates when the various sources

correspond to particle groups of distinct sizes and constitutions.

Application of the above equations in general involves numerical inte-

gration for each wave length A, and subsequent integration of the resulting

solutions from each A over the full infrared spectrum. This procedure is

normally both prohibitive and unjustified by the amount of complete spectral
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information available for absorption and scattering properties of all sources

i. At the other extreme is the assumption of completely grey conditions..

Here the fundamental equation of radiative transport may be integral averaged

to Eq. (1) written without X subscripts, so that the deviations of all the

above equations then follow identically. Then these equations need be applied

just once. This procedure, however, is unjustified and can lead to qualita-

tively erroneous conclusions when an absorbing-emitting gas such as steam is

part of the participating media, because of the abrupt and extreme magnitudes

of variations exhibited by the absorption-emission spectra of the gas.

An intermediate approach is to use a spectral band approximation corres-

ponding to the known absorption bands and windows cf the participating gas.

Here we start with the fundamental equations of radiative transport, and inte-

grate separately over each band assuming constant properties specific to that

band. The resulting equation forms are all identical to the above, but with X

now interpreted as an integer which identifies the band. Solutions to the

above equations are then developed for each band, using appropriate values of

the absorption, scattering, emission, (and reflection) properties for the

various sources, in that band. Total quantities such as heat flux are

obtained by a finite summation over the bands, viz.

X 1
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III. Plume Calculation Model

We now apply the above generic differential approximation of Section II

to an idealized vertical rising plume with circular cross section of local

radius Rj, containing spherical core debris particles (or droplets) of just

one size (radius Rp, volume fraction ap) and steam gas. The plume is con-

sidered surrounded by a concentric ex-plume zone of radius !?£ containing only

steam. The particle surface temperature and steam temperature profiles will

be considered as radially flat across each zone. Thus, the model considers

four sources and associated temperature parameters, Tp (in-plume particles),

T s l (in-plume steam), TS2 (ex-plume steam), and Tw for the wall, with just two

local sources inside the plume. As a second approximation we neglect axial

variations in Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) both inside and outside the plume. Then,

in terms of the resulting solutions, the total net rate of radiant heat

emitted from each local source is given using Eq. (9.1) by
Ri

2n / Q (r) dr, i = particles or steam 1 (13.1)
A 1

0

2TT / 0 . (r) dr, i = steam 2 (13.2)

for each distinct steam absorption band X. The corresponding total radiant

heat absorbed by the wall in a band is simply

To compute the requisite local radiation properties for each band we use

the relations

a = 3a 0 L /4 R
pX p absA p

a, = a' + a ,
X sX pX

K - s 5 = a ' + 3 a Q / 4 R (14.1)
X X X sX p prx p v
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inside the plume, while outside it,

Here 0-.us\
 and Q D r X

 are tne single particle mean absorption and scattering

pressure efficiency factors appropriate to the band, while a , is the

effective local band absorption coefficient of steam for this pressure and

temperature. QahSx
 anc* %r\

 mav °e calculated from Mie scattering if the

optical properties of the particles are known. In the absence of this or

direct experimental data, these two are treated as parameters of the order of

unity, with some verification on this needed for aerosol sized particles.

To estimate the steam absorption coefficients asX we employ the exponen-

tial band model correlations of Edwards^. For this we use the four bands

centered at (6.25, 2.67, 1.87, and 1.38) ym with band widths AA.. = (900, 1060,

1100, 1500) cm"* respectively. Outside the bands, a steam absorption coeffi-

cient of zero is assumed, corresponding to the neglect of window absorption.
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IV. Parametric Plume Calculations

In this section we present i l lus t ra t ive results of calculations performed

by custom-prepared dedicated computer code, for the plume radiation model des-

cribed in the previous section. For present calculations, values of wall

absorptivity or ref lect iv i ty as well as particle efficiency factors Qprx»

âbsX a r e con^' i nec l t o equal values for al l bands. As a standard for compari-

son, the heat transfer rates reported are each based on unit surface areas of

particles and divided by e, - e, , resulting in pseudo emissivities.
bp bw

Figure 1 shows four sets of five curves determined from Eq. (13.3) for

the total radiation heat absorbed by the walls as function of increasing wall

radius R2. Each set includes the 5 values of plume-steam temperatures (2500,

2000, 1500, 1000, and 500) K with particle temperature Tp = 2500 K, ex-plume

steam temperature T s 2 = 500 K, and wall temperature Tw = 400 K. The four sets

correspond to plume steam radii R^ of (20, 50, 100, and 200) cm. The evident

confluence of the Tsj curves in each Rj set demonstrates an important result

that total rate of radiant heat transfer to wall is - for sufficiently large

R£-Rl - entirely independent of plume steam temperature Ts^. Thus it is found

that a parametric elevation of the steam temperature Ts^ while increasing net

emission by plume steam, also increasingly buffers the particles so as to

decrease the radiant interchange between particles and plume steam. This

results in a lower net emission by particles, but a higher total emission by

the plume. Asymptotically, the extra plume emission is exactly compensated by

an increase in ex-plume steam absorption so that the radiation passed to the

wall remains constant even while the net loss by the particles is diminished.

This may be interpreted as indicating that heat which has already been passed

to the steam locally, continues to be transferred to the wall by radiation and

is not necessarily cumulative for direct Containment Heating.

The gradual rise with R£ of the asymptotic curves shown in Fig. 1 is the

geometric effect associated with decreasing the fraction of wall reflection

and emission which is aimed back into the plume. This effect is more pro-

nounced than any increases of ex-plume steam absorptivity with depth because

of the completeness of the strong absorption in the bands and the absence of

absorption in the windows. Thus, the effect is expected to be insensitive to

wall reflectivities in the band regions of the steam spectrum. This

expectation is born out in additional calculations not shown. As might be
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anticipated, all of the curves of Fig. 1 assume higher values roughly pro-

portional to total wall emissivity and to the particle efficiency factor 0a|3S.

Because of the controlling effect on particle emission, parametric changes in

Qabs are found to be more consequential than changes of the scattering

efficiency factor, Qpr. Thus, accurate spectral measurements of particle

emissivity are of greater significance to wall absorption than accurate

scattering properties while the particles remain at high temperature.

Figures 2-5 all illustrate features of a breakdown of heat transfer rates

into net emissions from plume, plume steam, particles, and steam outside the

plume, with negative values indicating to net rates of absorption. Figs. 2:a-

2b illustrate the effect of particle size (radii Rp) for a fixed total mass of

plume particles. The net emission from plume and from its particles (per unit

of particle surface area) both rise as shown due to the decrease of total

particle surface area. For a plume steam temperature of 1500 K, and particle

temperature of 2500 K, Fig. 2 shows plume steam to remain absorptive, in

correspondence with the higher rise of the curve for net particle emissions in

comparison to that for total plume emission. This situation is seen to be

reversed for a plume steam temperature of 2400 K, in Fig. 3. Here the plume

steam becomes emissive for particle radii above 70 urn, where the total plume

emission also becomes greater than net particle emission. While the curves

for Figs. 2 and 3 are calculated for plume and ex-plume radii of Rj = 50, R? ~

300 cm, corresponding to asymptotic rises in Fig. 1, similar calculations for

f*2 = 60 cm show only small differences, none of them qualitative.

Figures 3a-3b explore in greater detail the changes of the net radiation

emission breakdown with plume steam temperature, Ts^, using the largest of

particle sizes shown in Figs. 2a-2b, i.e., .05 cm radii. While the ex-plume

steam remains absorptive, the plume steam becomes emissive, i.e., emits faster

than it absorbs, at temperatures above 1970 K in Fig. 3a. For that ranne the

total plume emission is also greater than net particle emission as shown.

Figure 3a also shows that the ex-plume steam absorbs more than the plume steam

when the plume steam temperature exceeds 1270 K. Both of these transition

temperatures are somewhat sensitive to particle radiation properties. When

the absorption and scattering pressure efficiency factors are concomitantly

reduced from unity to 0.5, Fig. 3b indicates the transition temperatures drop

to 1730 K and 1120 K, along with a global decrease of particle and total plume
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emission. Additional calculations (not shown) using Qpr = 1.5 with Qabs still

0.5, predict only smaller changes, and transition temperatures of 1770 K and

1180 K. Thus, the primary sensitivity at high particle temperatures is again

found to be with 0abS, or aquivalently with individual particle emissivity,

rather than with scattering coefficients.

Thus far, the illustrated calculations have all been for just one mass

concentration of particles within the plume, i.e., for a particle volume

fraction of a p = 0.001. Figures 4a-4c depict the breakdown of emissions for

variations of this parameter from .0002 to .01, corresponding to changes in

the number of particles within the plume (and hence also proportional changes

in the total particle surface area upon which the emission rates are based).

Figure 4a shows that for plume-steam at 1500 K, that plume steam absorbs more

than ex-plume steam for ctp greater than .0022, and that plume steam becomes

emissive for a less than .00025.

These particle concentration transition points are, of course, sensitive

to plume steam and particle temperatures. Using the same particle temperature

(2500 K) and particle radii (.05 cm), Fig. 4b shows that for plume steam at

2300 K, it becomes emissive at ap below .0039, (this transition value is

reduced to .0023 for plume steam at 2200 K) and remains less absorptive than

ex-plume steam. At the other extreme, additional calculations (not shown) for

plume steam at Ts^ = 1000 K, determine that plume steam remains absorptive,

and more so that ex-plume steam, throughout the particle concentrations shown

in Fig. 4b. However increasing Tsj to 1200 K, plume steam becomes less

absorptive than ex-plume steam at a p = .0075, and approaches an emission

transition which occurs below a p = .0002. Such low particle concentration

transitions to steam emission are evidently less likely to be observed without

independent heating of the steam.

The particle-concentration transitions also shift to smaller ctp with

decrease of particle size, even at high plume steam temperature Tsj = 2300 K,

as shown in Fig. 4c for particle radii .005 cm. While the ordinate emissivi-

ties are also much lower than for Rp = .05 cm, of Fig. 4b, the total emissions

are larger due to the higher particle surface area.
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V. Concluding Remarks

In the preceding we have observed that plume steam parametrically becomes

more emissive for decreasing particle concentrations or otp as well as for

increasing plume steam temperature, TS|. In an actual rising plume these

effects may work in opposition if the plume steam is cooled by mixing with

entrained ex-plume steam, which concurrently dilutes the particle concentra-

tion. As a nonmechanistic attempt to simulate this combined effect, Fig. 5

shows the calculated emission break-down curves as function of increasing

plume radius, when plume steam temperature is assumed to be reduced from 2400

K by complete mixing with the additional ex-plume steam required for a plume

radius increase from 50 cm, so that particle volume fraction ctp is corre-

spondingly reduced (from a p = .0005). The plume steam is initially emissive

under these conditions, but evidently becomes less so and ultimately

absorptive as the plume widens, indicating that the effect of decreasing steam

temperature predominates.

In an actual plume this situation could easily be reversed for small

particles or aerosol due to the heating of the entrained steam by the

particles through conduction and convection. In such circumstances both the

particles and the plume steam can become more emissive. However, the addi-

tional net emission by the plume steam will mainly be absorbed by ex-plume

; steam, while the additional net particle emission due to cloud dilution will

go to the boundary walls, and structure. The advantages and disadvantages of

this effect to DCH mitigation can only be weighed by mechanistic calculations

which track the thermo hydraulics with coupling to proper mechanistic analysis

for the radiation interchange processes.

The preceding indicates much stronger affect of particle absorption than

of scatter coefficients. This is due to the increase of single particle

emissivity with absorption efficiency factor. Thus, for the highly emissive

clouds, internal scatter appears less than the primary candidate parameter for

additional variational studies. However, this conclusion warrants further

confirmation for aerosol-size particles because of their increased spectral

dependencies.
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